Explosive vessels are vulnerable to shock wave impacts during operation processing. It is necessary to explore the vessel's vibration characteristics. In this paper, acceleration sensors were adopted to collect vibration acceleration signals at the inner and outer surfaces of the composite double-layer explosive vessel under explosive loading. Then, the effective vibration velocity curve can be obtained by fitting polynomials to eliminate the acceleration integral trend. Thereafter, Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT) was applied to analyze the time-frequency distribution of vibration velocity signals. The results showed that the special "steel plate-buffer interlayer-steel plate" structure can effectively attenuate the explosion vibration effect, and the frequency distribution range of vibration signal at the inner surface was wider than that at the outer surface, and furthermore the main vibration frequency was close to the natural frequency at the inner surface. Meanwhile, vibration amplitude and the main vibration frequency decreased obviously compared with the outer surface, and the vibration time of 0-200 Hz low-order frequency was shortened. The above researches closely linked the energy distribution with frequency of vibration signals and provided valuable reference for safer protection and vibration reduction design of explosive vessel.
Introduction
Explosive vessel is a type of special internal high-pressure antiknock container, which can effectively restrain the shock wave produced by explosions and limit the range of detonation products and fragments. Therefore, it can provide safer protection for personnel and the surrounding experimental instruments, which are essential experimental equipment for explosion testing [1, 2] . The cylinder shell of explosive vessel may be subject to strong vibration and shock during application; the structural stability and antiknock performance are weakened accordingly. Thus, the researches on vibration characteristics of explosive vessel can provide theoretical basis for safer protection of explosive vessel. At present, the researches on explosive vessel are mainly focused on design, manufacture, and dynamic mechanical simulation analysis [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Kambouchev et al. [8, 9] computed the flow field corresponding to blast waves of different incident profiles propagating in air and impinging on free-standing plates by numerical method. Based on the achievements of Kambouchev's research, Vaziri and Hutchinson [10] studied the role of fluid-structure interaction in the design and assessment of sandwich plates subject to shocks. Dong et al. [11, 12] studied the cause of strain growth in explosive vessel based on the dynamic elastic buckling theory. However, the vibration spectrum analysis of the cylinder shell in the actual operation process is relatively scarce. Spectrum analysis can analyze the vibration signals of explosive vessel from two 2 Shock and Vibration aspects of vibration action time and frequency distribution. To better evaluate the safety and guide the structural design for explosive vessel, it is necessary to delve into the spectrum analysis of vibration signals of explosive vessel.
In the early stage, the main methods for analyzing blasting vibration signals included Fourier transformation, fast Fourier transformation, short-time Fourier transformation, and wavelet packet transformation [13] [14] [15] . Fourier transformation is applicable to periodically stationary signals. Short-time Fourier transformation is unable to satisfy the requirements of frequency conversion [16, 17] . The window signal in wavelet packet analysis must be stationary and the choice of wavelet base function will have some influence on the analysis results [18, 19] . While the blasting vibration signal is a typical nonstationary random signal, which has the characteristics of being complex, being irregular, short time, sudden change, and fast attenuation [20] , the above analysis methods have some limitations.
Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT) is a new analysis method for dealing with nonstationary random signals, which consist of empirical mode decomposition (EMD) and Hilbert-Huang spectral analysis, without predetermined basis functions and with the advantages of self-adaptability and high efficiency [16, 21] . Moreover, it has stronger local characteristics in signal processing, which can clearly characterize the energy specific distribution with the change of time and frequency. Therefore, it is widely used in all kinds of blasting signals analysis [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Li et al. [28] concluded that HHT is more adaptive than wavelet analysis in analyzing nonstationary signals. Zhang et al. [20] used HHT timefrequency analysis method to extract the frequency components of air explosion load signals in different periods. Zeng et al. [29] studied the spectral characteristics of the vibration signals measured on the building structure and the ground vibration signals by HHT.
The aim of this paper was to study vibration characteristics of composite double-layer structure explosive vessel during its actual operation processing. We collected and handled vibration signals produced on the inner and outer surfaces of the cylinder shell under explosive loading. According to the nonstationary and random characteristics of the blasting vibration signals, the time-frequency distribution characteristics of energy were analyzed by HHT method. The above analysis method and results may provide valuable reference for safer protection and protective design for some critical part of explosive vessel.
Experimental Test on Explosive Vessel
Cylinder Vibration The schematic diagram of the special "steel plate-buffer interlayer-steel plate" composite structure is shown in Figure 1 .
The foam plastics have the characteristics of attenuating the stress amplitudes and prolonging the stress wave propagating time, which make it have effective impact resistance and buffering characteristics. The attenuation of the stress wave in the foam plastics is mainly caused by the constitutive properties of the foam core. The viscous effect of foam plastics attenuates and diffuses the amplitude of the stress wave during the propagation process with the propagation distance. The foam plastics porosity used in the paper is 85%-90%, and its density is 30 kg/m 3 .
Natural Vibration Frequency of Explosive
Vessel. Angular frequency of cylindrical shell of explosive vessel can be calculated as follows [30] :
where and are the axial and circumferential half wave number of the cylindrical shell, respectively. and are the length and thickness of the cylindrical shell, respectively. Considering the restraint action of ellipsoidal heads, taking = 1, the natural vibration frequencies at inner and outer surfaces of explosion vessel shell are 456 and 421 Hz, respectively.
Vibration Attenuation Effect Analysis of Buffer Interlayer.
When the shock wave propagates in different materials, the shock wave impedance of each layer is different, and transmission wave and reflection wave are produced at the interface of two layers of the material. According to the superposition principle and the condition of particle velocity and stress equal at the interface, when the wave impedance of the materials on both sides of the interface is different, the intensities of transmission wave (i) and reflection wave (ii) can be calculated as follows:
where is the transmission wave intensity, is the reflection wave intensity, and subscripts 1 and 2 represent steel plate and foam cushioning material, respectively. 0 is the intensity of incident stress wave, is transmission coefficient (i), and is reflection coefficient (ii). The stress magnitude of transmitting into the buffer interlayer went through steel plate-buffer interlayer interface as 2 = 1 1 = 0.000385 1 . While the stress wave passes through the buffer layer medium into the rear steel plate, the stress magnitude in the rear steel plate medium is 3 = 2 2 = 0.00711 1 .
The theoretical calculation shows that, due to the existence of foam buffer interlayer, the stress wave passes through the special "steel plate-buffer interlayer-steel plate" structure, and the peak value of stress is reduced to 7.14 percent. This indicates that the buffer interlayer can effectively attenuate the stress peak value acting on the steel plate so as to decrease the damage caused by the explosion shock wave.
Experimental Test
System. The middle section of the cylinder shell is nearest to the explosion source, which bears the largest explosive loading. Therefore, the vibration signals at the middle section of explosion source are tested in this experiment. The test system mainly consists of acceleration sensor (type: CA-YD-121, sensitivity: 200 mv/g), constant current source, and oscilloscope (type: Lecroy HDO4030). The spherical emulsion explosive charge with mass of 50 g was located in the center of the explosive container, which was at a 1.5 m horizontal distance from the inner wall and 1.6 m height from the bottom of the explosive container. Acceleration sensors and were, respectively, arranged at the symmetrical position of the inner and outer surfaces of the explosive vessel, which had the same height as the explosive charge. Then, acceleration vibration signals at the inner and outer surfaces of the cylinder shell were measured by acceleration sensors and . The setting parameters of the oscilloscope are listed in Table 1 , and the schematic diagram of the test system is shown in Figure 2 .
Experimental Test Results

Vibration Acceleration Signals.
The vibration acceleration signals at inner and outer surfaces of the explosive vessel are monitored by acceleration sensors and , as shown in Figures 3 and 4 .
As can be seen from Figures 3 and 4 , the vibration acceleration at inner and outer surfaces of the cylinder shell rose to a maximum value after explosive detonation of 0.3 and 0.2 ms, respectively. Furthermore, the peak value of vibration acceleration at the inner surface was obviously higher than that of the outer surface, which is mainly attributed to composite structure of the explosive vessel; that is, there existed buffer material between the inner wall and the outer wall.
Acceleration Integral Trend Item.
Assuming that the acceleration signal is 0 ( ), which is integrated to obtain a velocity signal,
where V 0 is the initial speed and V ( ) is the primitive function of 0 ( ). The actual collected vibration acceleration signal ( ) contains DC components ; that is, ( ) = ( ) + . The integration of minor DC components generates integral trend item.
Elimination of Integral Trend Item by Fitting Polynomial.
The obtained velocity signals by integrating directly the acceleration signals contain the integral trend term. To eliminate the integral trend item, the acceleration signals can be processed by fitting a polynomial to obtain an effective time-velocity curve [31, 32] , as illustrated in Figures 5 and 6 . We can see clearly the time-velocity curves obtained by integrating the acceleration signals directly with the integral trend term, which cannot authentically reflect the change regulation of vibration velocity, while the efficient timevelocity curves were obtained by fitting the polynomial, which provide valid waveform data for further analyzing the energy distribution of vibration signals. 
HHT Analysis of Vibration Velocity Signals
EMD for Vibration Velocity Signals.
In order to find out all extreme points of the above vibration velocity signal V( ) firstly, the upper and lower envelopes can be constructed, which cover all local maxima and local minima, respectively. Thereafter, the mean value 1 ( ) can be obtained by linking in sequence the upper and lower envelopes. The difference between 1 ( ) and V( ) is denoted as ℎ 1 ( ):
Determining whether ℎ 1 ( ) satisfies the two conditions of IMF function [17, 28] : (1) the number of extreme points and the number of zero crossings points must either be equal or differ at most by one in whole datasets; (2) the mean value of the envelope defined by the local maxima and the envelope defined by the local minima is zero at every point in the signal. IMFs are viewed as generalized simple harmonic functions that have time-varying amplitudes and frequencies.
If ℎ 1 ( ) satisfies the conditions, it is set to the first IMF component, that is, imf 1 . If the condition is not satisfied, ℎ 1 ( ) is set as the new original signal and subjected to the same sifting process until the qualified ℎ is sifted, which is recorded as the first IMF component. Now, the margin 1 ( ) could be calculated as follows:
Then, 1 ( ) is taken as a new signal and the above procedure is repeated until the condition is satisfied with
The IMF components of the vibration velocity signals at the inner and outer surface of the explosive vessel were obtained by Matlab software programming, as shown in Figures 7 and 8 .
Variance contribution rate is the percentage of each IMF component's variance and the sum of all IMF components' variance, which reflects the contribution magnitude in which each IMF component accounts for the motion energy of the whole sequence signal. In view of the aforementioned IMF components, the corresponding variance contribution rates are calculated, as presented in Tables 2 and 3 . The comparison result is shown in Figure 9 .
The vibration signals are decomposed into a series of IMF components; here are some conclusions drawn from Figures  7 and 8 .
The vibration velocity signal at the inner surface was decomposed into 18 IMF components and a margin imf 19 as shown in Figure 7 . The frequency gradually decreased with the processing of EMD, and the amplitude of the components was greater, which indicates that the energy of this frequency band is stronger [33] . imf 1 -imf 2 components had the highest frequency, but they accounted for very small percentage of energy and the variance contribution rates were low, which were related to the high-frequency noise in the experimental test. The energy amplitudes of imf 3 -imf 6 components were larger, while the variance contribution rates were smaller. The amplitudes of imf 7 -imf 14 components were also larger and the variance contribution rates of the IMF components were higher, which were the dominant frequency band of the signal. imf 15 -imf 18 were the smaller frequency components after decomposition, which were weak vibration signals caused by explosion vibration acting on the contact surface between explosive vessel shell and the sensor. imf 19 was the decomposition margin, which could be the weak trend term or the zero drift of the instrument.
The vibration velocity signal at the outer surface was decomposed into 16 IMF components and a margin imf 17 as shown in Figure 8 . Among them, imf 1 -imf 2 components had the highest frequency, but the percentage of energy and variance contribution rates of the IMF components were very low. imf 3 -imf 6 components contained the high-frequency components; however, the variance contribution rates were low. The amplitudes of the imf 7 -imf 12 components were the largest, and the contribution rates were higher, which were the dominant frequency section of the signal. imf 13 -imf 16 were the low-frequency components of the signal, and imf 17 was the decomposition margin.
Hilbert-Huang Spectrum of Vibration Velocity Signal.
The instantaneous spectrum of the above IMF components can be obtained by Hilbert-Huang transformation; then, the Hilbert-Huang spectrum can be obtained by synthesizing the instantaneous spectrum of all the IMF components:
where PV represents the Cauchy principal value. The HilbertHuang spectrum of vibration velocity signals is delineated in Figures 10 and 11 , respectively. Here are the following conclusions through HHT.
(1) The frequency distribution range of vibration velocity signal at the inner surface of explosive vessel was dispersed, low-frequency and high-frequency components all appeared, and energy fluctuation existed in the range of 0-5000 Hz. The darker spots with large vibration energy were mainly distributed before 0.40 s, and the corresponding maximum frequency was 1000 Hz in 0-0.10 s. While the corresponding maximum frequency was 500 Hz in 0.10-0.40 s, this frequency was close to the natural frequency at inner surface of explosive vessel, and explosive vessel may be damaged due to the resonance phenomenon and safer protection was considered seriously. (2) The frequency distribution range of vibration velocity signal at outer surface of explosive vessel was relatively concentrated, mainly distributed in 0-1000 Hz. The darker spots with large vibration energy were mainly distributed before 0.20 s, the maximum frequency corresponding to 200 Hz, away from the natural frequency at outer surface of explosive vessel. Therefore, the damage of explosive vessel caused by resonance phenomenon can be avoided.
Discussion and Conclusions
The HHT analysis method can effectively obtain the IMF components with definite physical meaning; meanwhile, the energy distribution and change regulation of vibration signals were analyzed from two aspects of vibration action time and frequency distribution, so as to better evaluate the safety of explosive vessel.
As can be seen from the HHT analysis of the vibration velocity signals that the frequency distribution of vibration velocity at inner surface of explosive vessel was wider, the response components with higher frequency were mainly concentrated in the initial stage of explosion and decreased gradually over time. The frequency distribution of the vibration velocity signal at outer surface of explosive vessel was more concentrated, which was mainly distributed in the lower frequency section of 0-200 Hz. Because the outer surface of explosion vessel was not directly impacted by the explosion, the special "steel plate-buffer interlayer-steel plate" structure had certain protective effect, and the buffer interlayer effectively absorbs the energy produced by explosion. Consequently, the frequency distribution range was more concentrated, the vibration frequency was evidently smaller, and the action time of the low-order frequency section was obviously shortened.
According to the above discussion, concluding remarks could be made as follows.
(1) The vibration acceleration signals of the explosion vessel were analyzed by HHT, which is an efficient and accurate explosive signal processing method. Under the impact of explosion loading, the frequency range of vibration signal at inner surface was wider than that of outer surface. The main vibration frequency of the inner surface was close to its natural vibration frequency, which was the vulnerable part in the process of its application. were apparently reduced, and the vibration acting time of low-order frequency was shortened.
(3) According to the spectrum analysis of vibration signals of explosive vessel, combining with the natural vibration frequency of the corresponding part, the vulnerable part in the process of application can be better analyzed, which provided a valuable reference for vibration reduction design and safer protection of explosive vessel. 
